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Abstract

The relation between pathological findings and clinical and cognitive decline in Multiple Sclerosis remains unclear. Here, we
tested the hypothesis that altered functional connectivity could provide a missing link between structural findings, such as
thalamic atrophy and white matter lesion load, and clinical and cognitive dysfunction. Resting-state magnetoencepha-
lography recordings from 21 MS patients and 17 gender- and age matched controls were projected onto atlas-based
regions-of–interest using beamforming. Average functional connectivity was computed for each ROI and literature-based
resting-state networks using the phase-lag index. Structural measures of whole brain and thalamic atrophy and lesion load
were estimated from MRI scans. Global analyses showed lower functional connectivity in the alpha2 band and higher
functional connectivity in the beta band in patients with Multiple Sclerosis. Additionally, alpha2 band functional
connectivity was lower for the patients in two resting-state networks, namely the default mode network and the visual
network. Higher beta band functional connectivity was found in the default mode network and in the temporo-parietal
network. Lower alpha2 band functional connectivity in the visual network was related to lower thalamic volumes. Beta band
functional connectivity correlated positively with disability scores, most prominently in the default mode network, and
correlated negatively with cognitive performance in this network. These findings illustrate the relationship between
thalamic atrophy, altered functional connectivity and clinical and cognitive dysfunction in MS, which could serve as a bridge
to understand how neurodegeneration is associated with altered functional connectivity and subsequently clinical and
cognitive decline.
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Introduction

Multiple Sclerosis (MS) is an inflammatory demyelinating and

neurodegenerative disease leading to clinical and cognitive decline

to varying degree. Despite much progress in the MS field in recent

years, the relation between pathological findings and clinical and

cognitive decline remains unclear. The discrepancy between

classical MRI findings such as white matter lesion load on the

one hand and clinical decline on the other hand has been called

the clinico-radiological paradox [1]. To overcome this paradox the

emphasis of research has shifted from white matter pathology to

gray matter pathology [2]. Gray matter pathology such as atrophy

and cortical lesions seem to correlate better with physical disability

and cognitive impairment than white matter pathology [3,4].

Thalamic atrophy in particular seems to be present even in the

earlier phases of the disease and is a strong predictor of cognitive

decline [3–7].

Other insights that may help to solve the clinico-radiological

paradox may be gained by studying functional connectivity (FC).

Functional MRI (fMRI) studies have revealed a link between

altered FC and cognitive symptoms in MS [8–12]. Both higher

and lower FC has been observed in MS, where higher FC is often

interpreted as a ‘‘compensatory mechanism’’ for structural deficits

[8,12]. Alternatively, an higher FC could also be maladaptive and

contribute to cognitive worsening [11], or excessive FC could

simply be due to pathological disinhibition.

Additional insights may be gained by estimating FC in resting-

state networks (RSNs). These RSNs are semi-independent

networks that can be captured from the brain’s activity during

rest and in the absence of goal directed neural activity [13]. One of

these networks, the default mode network, may be of special

interest here since seems to play a crucial role in cognitive decline

in several disorders [14,15], including MS [11,16,17]. In MS,

higher FC has also been related to physical disability in other

resting-state networks (RSNs), such as the frontoparietal network

and the prefronto-insular network [18].
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Although fMRI is a powerful tool, its application has some

drawbacks. These include its low temporal resolution and, despite

progress in understanding the mechanisms that lead to the BOLD

(Blood oxygen level dependent) signal, a not-entirely-understood

relation with the underlying electrophysiology [19,20]. Magneto-

encephalography (MEG) and Electroencephalography (EEG) are

direct measures of neuronal activity with high temporal resolution

and thus provide complementary information to fMRI studies

[20], and also allow for the investigation of specific RSNs [21].

Task activation MEG studies in MS have revealed lower FC,

which has led to the interpretation of MS as a disconnection

syndrome [22,23]. A relatively small resting-state MEG study

found lower interhemispheric FC in the alpha band in MS patients

with mild disability [24]. The same group partly reproduced these

findings but now higher FC in the theta, alpha1, and beta band

was found as well [25]. Another study characterised the topology

of the functional network as a whole, using a measure that

quantifies the ‘‘hub-status’’ of an area (eigenvector centrality, or

EC) [26]. Using MEG, lower EC over temporal regions in the

alpha2 and beta band and higher EC in the theta band over

parietal regions were found. Analyses in these studies were

performed at the sensor-level, which are difficult to interpret and

may suffer from problems with FC estimation due to field spread

[27,28]. Even approaches where sensor data is projected to source-

space may suffer from widespread correlations between recon-

structed source elements, leading to similar problems of overes-

timated FC [29,30]. An atlas-based MEG beamformer approach

in combination with an FC metric that is insensitive to the effects

of field spread and volume conduction, i.e. the phase lag index

(PLI), has the ability to overcome these problems [27,31].

Here we used the atlas-based beamformer approach to

investigate resting-state MEG FC in the whole brain and in

literature based resting-state networks in relation to clinical and

cognitive status, and in relation to whole brain- and thalamic

atrophy.

Methods

General study design
In this cross-sectional study, two independent groups, MS

patients and healthy controls, underwent MEG, MRI, neurolog-

ical examination and neuropsychological assessment on the same

day. As outcome measures we used FC estimated from resting-

state MEG data, whole brain-, gray matter- and thalamic volumes,

clinical status and cognition. FC was assessed between atlas-based

ROIs and in literature-based resting-state networks.

Participants
All subjects from a previous study were included [25]: 34 MS

patients (mean age 41.468.0 years, disease duration since the first

symptom 8.161.6 years) and 28 age- and gender matched

controls (mean age 39.8610.5 years). In the present study a

number of subjects were excluded due to various reasons: no MRI

available (n = 2), too many artefacts and noise in the raw MEG

data (see below) (n = 12) and inaccurate MEG/MRI co-registra-

tion (n= 10). Consequently, 21 MS patients (mean age 41.967.7,

disease duration 6.860.9 years) and 17 controls (mean age

39.869.8) remained in the present study which were still gender-

and age matched. All patients were diagnosed with clinically-

definite multiple sclerosis [32], specifically the relapsing remitting

form of MS (RRMS) [33]. Patients were recruited from the VU

University Medical Center. All patients were part of the six-year

follow-up of an early inception cohort, in which patients were

included at diagnosis and subsequently followed annually [7].

Physical disability was measured using the Expanded Disability

Status Scale (EDSS) [34] and found to be relatively mild (median

2, range 0–4.5). Eight patients received interferon treatment since

diagnosis. One of these patients switched to glatimere acetate and

two to natalizumab which they were receiving during the study.

The study protocol was approved by the Local Research Ethics

Committee (Medical Ethical Review Committee of VU University

Medical Center), whose ethics review criteria conformed to the

Helsinki declaration. All subjects had given written informed

consent prior to participation.

All subjects underwent a set of neuropsychological tests as

described earlier [25]. In summary, the brief repeatable battery for

neurological disease (BRB-N), consisting of the selective reminding

test (SRT), the 10/36 spatial recall test (SPART), the symbol digit

modalities test (SDMT), the word list generation test (WLG), the

concept shifting test (CST), the stroop color-word test and the

memory comparison test (MCT) were administered. Z-scores were

summarized into seven cognitive domains: executive functioning

(CST, WLG), verbal memory (SRT), information processing speed

(SDMT), visuospatial memory (SPART), working memory

(MCT), attention (Stroop) and psychomotor speed (CST, SDMT).

In addition a Z–score for overall cognition was calculated. This

was overall cognition was calculated by averaging Z-scores of all

seven cognitive domains and was used in further analyses [7].

Magnetic Resonance Imaging
An MRI scan was obtained from all subjects, using a 3T-MRI

system (GE Signa HDXT V15m). A 2D dual-echo T2-weighted

sequence (TR 9680 ms, TE 22/112 ms) and T1-weighted

sequence (TR 475 ms, TE 9 ms) were obtained with 48 slices of

3 mm and 3D-T1 heavily T1-weighted sequence (FSPGR , TR

7.8 ms, TE 3.0 ms, TI 450 ms) with 1 mm, slices covering the

entire brain. All scans were inspected by an experienced rater

(MMS). Subsequently, lesion volumes were quantified. All lesion

volumetric analyses were performed using Alice (Perceptive

informatics Inc.) applying a local thresholding technique. Total

gray matter (NGMV), total white matter (NWMV), and whole

brain volumes (NBV), corrected for head size, were measured

using the FSPGR images and SIENAX [35] version 2.5 (part of

FSL 4.1, FMRIB’s Software Library, http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/

fsl). Thalamic volumes were measured using FIRST (part of FSL),

providing left and right volumes for the thalamus and were

corrected for head size. Left and right thalamic volumes were

summed to give the total thalamic volume.

Magnetoencephalography
MEG data were recorded using a 151-channel whole-head

MEG system (CTF systems; Port Coquitlam, BC, Canada) while

participants were in a supine position in a magnetically shielded

room (Vacuumschmelze, Hanau, Germany). A third-order soft-

ware gradient [7,36] was used with a recording passband of 0–

150 Hz and a sample frequency of 625 Hz. Participants had to be

free of any metal objects. Magnetic fields were recorded during a

no-task, eyes-open condition for three minutes and eyes-closed

condition for five consecutive minutes. At the beginning and end

of each recording, the head position relative to the coordinate

system of the helmet was determined by leading small alternating

currents through three head position coils attached to the left and

right pre-auricular points and the nasion. Changes in head

position of ,0.5 cm during a recording condition were accepted.

Each original dataset consisted of a continuous resting-state

recording from which artefact-free segments were subsequently

selected for further analysis. Each segment or epoch had a

duration of 6.555 seconds (total no. of segments or epochs was 45).

Altered MEG Functional Connectivity in MS
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Channels and epochs were visually inspected. Epochs and

channels were rejected based on system related artefacts (SQUID

jumps, noisy, broken or saturated channels), physiological artefacts

(eye movements, eye blinks, muscle artefacts), external artefacts

(magnetized dental fillings) and environmental noise (PT, AH)

[37], as well as for representing an alert eyes-closed state. A

minimum of 25 eyes-closed epochs was considered sufficient [38]

for further beamformer analysis. On average 5.7 channels (range:

2–14) and 8.4 epochs (range 3–20) were discarded.

Beamforming: time-series estimation for regions-of-
interest
The technique used in this study was recently described [27]. A

brief overview is given below. First, a subject’s MRI was co-

registered with the MEG data through identification of the same

anatomical landmarks in the MRI that were also used for the

placement of the MEG head-localization coils (i.e. left and right

pre-auriculars and nasion). Only data from subjects where the

estimated co-registration error was smaller than 0.8 cm were

accepted for further analysis. The co-registered MRI was then

spatially non-linearly registered (normalized) to a template MRI

using the SEG-toolbox in SPM8 [39]. The new segmentation

toolbox is an extension of the unified segmentation algorithm,

which incorporates additional tissue priors for improved matching

of the subject’s MRI to the template [36,37]. The AAL atlas was

used to label the voxels in a subject’s normalized co-registered

MRI [40]. Subcortical structures were removed, and the voxels in

the remaining 78 cortical regions of interest (ROIs) were used for

further analysis [41], after inverse transformation to the patient’s

co-registered MRI.

Neuronal activity for the labeled voxels in the ROIs was

reconstructed using a beamforming approach known as Synthetic

Aperture Magnetometry (SAM) [42]. SAM works in a sequential

fashion, where the activity for each voxel is reconstructed by

selectively weighting the contribution from each MEG sensor to a

voxel’s time-series. This weighting is done such that the activity at

a voxel is reconstructed without distortion, and at the same time

the contribution from external (noise) sources is minimized

[43,44]. The beamformer weights are based on the covariance

of the data and the forward solution (lead field) of a dipolar source

at the voxel location, where data were band-pass filtered from 0.5–

48 Hz. A time-window of, on average, 238 seconds (range: 164–

282 sec.) was used for the computation of the data covariance

matrix. We used broadband data for the estimation of the

beamformer weights, as this avoids overestimation of covariance

between channels [45]. The sensor-level data were subsequently

projected through the beamformer weights, resulting in a time-

series for each voxel. Each ROI contains many voxels and the

number of voxels per ROI differed. In order to represent a ROI

by a single time-series, we selected, for each ROI and frequency

band separately, the voxel with maximum power in that frequency

band [27]. The time-series for this voxel was used for further

analysis, resulting in a total of 6 sets of 78 time-series (one for each

frequency band, using six classic frequency bands: delta (0.5–

4 Hz), theta (4–8 Hz), alpha1 (8–10 Hz), alpha2 (10–13Hz), beta

(13–30 Hz), and gamma (30–48 Hz)). As in our previous studies

we selected the first five artifact-free epochs of 4096 samples (6.555

seconds) from these time-series, based on careful visual inspection

(PT) to obtain stable results [25,46–53].

BrainWave software packing was used for this purpose and also

for further analyses (version 0.9.58 available from http://home.

kpn.nl/stam7883/brainwave.html).

Functional Connectivity analysis
As a measure of FC, the phase lag index (PLI) was used [31],

which calculates the asymmetry of the distribution of (instanta-

neous) phase differences between two time-series:

PLI~Dvsign½sin (Dw(tk))�wD ð1Þ

Here the phase difference is defined in the interval [2p, p], ,.

denotes the mean value, sign stands for signum function and ||

indicates the absolute value. The PLI ranges between 0

(completely symmetric phase distribution) and 1 (completely

asymmetric phase distribution). The rationale behind this

approach is that field spread/volume conduction causes a zero

phase lag between two time-series, and that a uniform distribution

of phases occurs when there is no coupling at all. The presence of a

consistent, non-zero, phase lag between two time-series therefore

reflects true interactions that are unaffected by field spread/

volume conduction or common sources [31]. Recent findings

suggest that this method is capable of removing spurious coupling

between ROIs at the expense of discarding any physiological

interactions with zero lag [27].

The mean PLI over 5 epochs for every patient was computed

for all ROIs, i.e. the full 78678 adjacency matrix was estimated.

All row elements in this adjacency matrix were averaged yielding

78 PLI values, one for each ROI. This is a measure of the overall

connectivity of a region with all other regions (in the language of

graph theory: weighted degree or node strength). Subsequently,

these 78 mean PLI values were averaged in order to obtain one

mean (whole brain) PLI for each subject. In addition, the mean

PLI between ROIs within literature-based resting-state networks

(RSN) was estimated for each subject. The rationale for this latter

approach was that i) previous work [54,55] has demonstrated that

the integrity of RSNs is of importance for cognitive performance,

and ii) one of our aims was to link altered functional connectivity

in MS to cognitive performance. If Aij is an element in the

adjacency matrix for the RSN, then the mean PLI within a RSN

that contains N ROIs is defined as:

vPLIwrsn~
2

N N{1ð Þ
XN

i,j

Aij, with i=j,iwj ð2Þ

Here i are row indices and j are column indices. Indices i and j

denote the ROIs involved within the RSN of interest. Thus only

PLI values in the adjacency matrix corresponding to connections

between ROIs within a RSN were included for calculation of

,PLI.rsn. The selection of RSNs and the ROIs selected for

specific RSNs were based on a review paper [56]. For our analysis

we included the default mode network (DMN), left and right

fronto-parietal network (FPN), the executive function network, the

sensorimotor network, the temporo-parietal network and the

visual network (Table S1). We applied the rationale that

connections within RSNs should be unique, and therefore made

two modifications to the definition of the RSNs from the review

[56]: the precuneus was substituted with the superior parietal

gyrus in the FPN [57], and the inferior frontal gyrus was split into

two parts, where inferior frontal gyrus pars operculis was assigned

to the temporo-parietal network and inferior frontal gyrus pars

triangularis was assigned to the FPN [56,57].

Statistical analysis
Firstly, mean whole brain PLI values were compared between

groups with Mann-Whitney tests. Subsequently, as post-hoc

Altered MEG Functional Connectivity in MS
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analysis, mean PLI values per ROI were compared between

groups by means of permutation analysis [58], where a null

distribution for between-group differences (independent t-test) is

derived by permuting group assignment and calculating a t-

statistic after each permutation. If mean whole brain PLI values

significantly differed between MS patients and healthy controls, as

another post-hoc analyses, we used Mann-Whitney tests to

determine whether there were differences in mean PLI values of

RSNs (,PLI.rsn) between MS patients and healthy controls.

MRI atrophy parameters were compared between MS patients

and healthy controls with independent t-tests and in absence of

normality with the Mann-Whitney test. Normality was checked

using histogram inspection and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests of

normality. Whenever the mean PLI or ,PLI.rsn was significantly

different between MS patients and controls, correlations between

these PLI values and cognition, EDSS, lesion load and MRI

atrophy parameters were calculated using non parametric spear-

man’s coefficients in the MS group and control group separately

[59]. After correlation analyses and in case of normality, multiple

regression analyses were used to determine if the association

between volumes and PLI values were different between MS

patients and controls. In these analyses volumes were regarded as

effect modifiers and PLI values as outcome measures. These

statistical analyses were performed using SPSS for windows v.18.

Results

Characteristics of MS patients and healthy controls are listed in

Table 1.

MRI: Atrophy measures
NBV and NGMV were significantly lower in the patient group

(independent t-tests t(36) =23.0, p= 0.006, t(36) =22.2,

p = 0.037, respectively) (Table 1). Mann-Whitney test revealed

significantly lower total thalamic volumes (U(36) = 75.0,

p = 0.004) in MS patients compared to healthy controls.

Functional connectivity: ROI analysis
For each frequency band separately, mean (whole brain) PLI

values were compared between MS patients and controls. Mean

(whole brain) PLI was lower in the alpha2 (U(36) = 89.0,

p = 0.008) and higher in the beta band (U(36) = 94.0, p = 0.012)

in MS patients. Post-hoc analyses were performed in order to find

out which ROIs were causing the global effect, which revealed

significantly lower PLI values in 40 ROIs for the alpha2 band in

MS patients (Figure 1 and see Table S2 for AAL regions), whereas

in the beta band PLI values in 16 ROIS were significantly higher

in MS patients (Figure 2 and see Table S2 for AAL regions).

Only mean (whole brain) beta PLI and EDSS correlated

positively (r(19) = 0.47, p= 0.031) in MS patients. There were no

correlations between whole brain PLI and T1-, T2 lesion load or

atrophy measures.

Functional connectivity: resting-state networks
If mean (whole brain) PLI values differed in a specific frequency

band between MS patients and healthy controls we calculated for

each RSN the mean PLI within the network (,PLI.rsn) and

compared these between MS patients and controls (see method

section and [56] for definition of RSNs). Correlations with EDSS,

cognition, T1-,T2 lesion load, thalamic volumes and global

measures of atrophy were only computed when there were

significant group differences for ,PLI.rsn in that frequency band.

In the alpha2 band two RSNs showed a significantly lower PLI

value in MS patients: the DMN (U(36) = 71.0, p = 0.001)

(Figure 3a) and the visual network (U(36) = 92 p= 0.01)

(Figure 3b). The PLI value in the visual network in MS patients

correlated positively with total thalamic volume (r(19) = 0.58,

p = 0.006) (Figure 3c and Table 2). After discarding outliers this

relation remained significant (r(19) = 0.7 p= 0.001). In the control

group a positive, yet non-significant, correlation between total

thalamic volume and PLI within the visual network was found as

well.

Higher beta PLI values were found in the DMN (U(36) = 93,

p = 0.012) (Figure 4a) and the temporo-parietal network in MS

patients (U(36) = 106, p= 0.033) (Figure 4c). In the control group

a negative correlation was found between beta band PLI in the

temporo-parietal network and total thalamic volume (r(15)

=20.73 p= 0.001) (Figure 4d), NGMV (r(15) =20.52 p= 0.040),

and NBV (r(15) =20.74 p= 0.001). In contrast, for the MS

patient group, positive, yet non-significant, correlations were

found between resting-state network beta band PLI and volumet-

ric measures. Multiple regression analyses for the temporo-parietal

network revealed that total thalamic volume had a significant

different effect on beta PLI between MS patients and controls:

Total thalamic volume in healthy controls was negatively

associated with beta PLI within the temporo-parietal network (B

=22.861026, standardized b =20.7, p = 0.002) whereas total

thalamic volume was positively, yet non significantly associated

with beta PLI within the temporo-parietal network (B

= 1.561027, standardized b =0.05, p = 0.8). No correlations

were found between ,PLI.rsn of any RSN and T1-, T2 lesion

load.

For every RSN for which there was a significant group

difference in ,PLI.rsn, correlations with EDSS and cognition

were calculated. Significant correlations were only found in the

DMN: beta PLI within this network correlated positively with

EDSS (r(19) = 0.57 p= 0.007) and showed a negative correlation

with cognition (r(19) = 0.47 p= 0.031) (Figure 4b). The correlation

between cognition and beta PLI remained significant (r(19)

=20.45 p= 0.043) after discarding outliers. There were no

Table 1. Descriptive variables for controls and patients.

Controls (N=17)
Patients
(N=21)

p
value

Mean 6 SD Mean 6 SD

Age 39.8 69.8 41.9 67.7 0.49

Education(1–7) 5.9 61.36 5.4 61.33 0.52

Disease Duration 6.8 60.9 –

NGMV (l) 0.84 60.05 0.81 60.04 0.037*

NWMVa (l) 0.69 60.03 0.66 60.03 –

NBV (l) 1.53 60.07 1.47 60.05 0.006*

Total thalamic volume 0.021 60.001 0.019 60.002 0.004*

Cognition 0.04 60.64 –0.19 60.84 0.36

EDSS (1–10)b 2 (0–4.5) –

T1 lesion load (mL) 1.05 60.81 –

T2 lesion load (mL) 2.48 62.03 –

NGMV, normalized gray matter volume; NWMV, normalized white matter
volume; NBV, normalized brain volume; EDSS, expanded disability status scale.a

NWMV was not used for further analyses: lesion filling was not performed and
therefore NWMV was not reliably estimated. b indicates median and range.*
indicates significant differences between the two groups.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0069318.t001
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significant correlations between EDSS, age, education, cognition

and T1-, T2 lesion load, NBV, or NWMV.

Discussion

We used an atlas-based MEG beamformer approach to assess

FC changes in early MS in relation to cognitive and clinical

dysfunction, and in relation to MRI-based measures of structural

integrity such as whole brain-, thalamic atrophy and lesion load.

We observed the following changes: Firstly, whole brain FC

analyses revealed lower FC in the alpha2 band and higher FC in

the beta band in MS patients. Secondly, RSN analyses in MS

patients revealed lower FC in the alpha2 band in two RSNs, the

DMN and the visual processing network, and higher FC in the

beta band in two RSNs, the DMN and the temporo-parietal

Figure 1. ROI analysis in the alpha2 band. In 40 ROIs corresponding PLI values in the alpha2 band were significantly lower in MS patients
compared to healthy controls. This lower functional connectivity in the alpha2 band occurred in occipital, temporal, medial-parietal and medial
frontal regions. (L = left hemisphere, R = right hemisphere).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0069318.g001

Figure 2. ROI analysis in the beta band. In 18 ROIs corresponding PLI values in the beta band were significantly higher in MS patients compared
to healthy controls. This higher functional connectivity in the beta band occurred mainly in fronto-parietal and temporal regions. (L = left hemisphere,
R = right hemisphere).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0069318.g002
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network. Thirdly, changes in whole brain, and more specifically

thalamic atrophy was related to altered FC in the visual network

and the temporo-parietal network in respectively the alpha2 and

beta band. Finally, most strikingly and clinically relevant was the

observed correlation between higher beta band FC in the DMN

and higher EDSS scores and poorer cognition.

Whole-brain FC was lower in the alpha2 and higher in the beta

band for the MS patients. Both these rhythms are involved in top-

down processing of rhythmic activity which is important for the

integration of information in the cortex [60,61]. Lower FC in the

alpha2 band occurred in occipital, temporal, medial-parietal and

medial-frontal regions. Higher FC in the beta band occurred

mainly in fronto-parietal and temporal regions. In some regions,

such as the right superior temporal gyrus and the precuneus, there

was both higher FC in the beta band and lower FC in the alpha2

band. An explanation for this observation of a simultaneous

change in different frequency bands could be that different sub-

populations within a region (i.e. beyond the resolution of our

approach) are involved in the generation of the different rhythms.

Alternatively, we know from pharmacological MEG/EEG studies

that increased inhibitory activity may lead to increased amplitude

for beta oscillations and simultaneous decreased amplitude for

alpha oscillations [62,63]. Additionally, previous MEG/EEG

studies in healthy controls revealed that cross-frequency phase

Figure 3. RSN analysis in the alpha2 band. Lower PLI values in the alpha2 band were found in the default mode network (a) and the visual
network (b). Spearman correlation analysis in MS patients revealed a positive correlation between alpha2 PLI values in the visual network and
thalamic volumes. (R = right hemisphere). Correlations are shown with (blue) and without (red) outlier (red dot).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0069318.g003

Altered MEG Functional Connectivity in MS
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synchrony between alpha and beta rhythms does appear in mainly

parietal-occipital areas [64,65]. Furthermore its has been suggest-

ed that cross-frequency phase synchrony could reflect coordination

between different functional networks [64]. This is an important

notion since our findings point out that the precuneus, an

important hub region that is part of the DMN, displays both

higher and lower FC in respectively the beta and alpha2 band.

These interactions between frequency bands are therefore very

interesting and possibly clinically important and warrant future

exploration using cross-frequency phase synchrony analysis.

Previous MEG studies in early MS patients have also reported

lower FC in the alpha [24] and alpha2 band [25], as well as higher

FC in the beta band [25]. However, the latter study reported in

addition higher FC in the theta and alpha1 band as well, using

partially the same (but larger) patient group as used in the present

study. The differences between this previous study and ours could

possibly be explained by factors such as analysis level (sensor-space

versus source-space), a different parcellation (sensor-groups versus

atlas-based ROIs), a different FC metric (synchronization likeli-

hood versus PLI), and therefore different sensitivity to spurious

estimates of FC. An earlier EEG study in progressive MS patients

found similarly a lower FC in the alpha band but also lower FC in

the theta band [66]. As the study used progressive MS patients

with higher disability scores and longer disease duration, it is

difficult to compare these results. Indeed, it has been hypothesized

that at different stages of the disease different patterns of functional

reorganization occur [67]. Moreover, the aforementioned EEG

study used coherence as a FC metric, which is sensitive to the

amplitude of the timeseries [28,66] and therefore to the effects of

field spread/volume conduction.

In addition to group differences between whole brain average

connectivity, we also found prominent differences for specific

resting-state networks, and these differences correlated with

structural measures and clinical and cognitive status. MS patients

showed changes in the DMN, where, compared to the controls,

both lower FC in the alpha2 band and higher FC in the beta band

was seen. Both lower and higher FC in the DMN have been

reported previously in an fMRI study in relatively late MS, with

the anterior cingulate gyrus displaying lower FC, and the posterior

cingulate gyrus showing lower FC in the core and higher FC at the

periphery [16]. Another study that included relatively late MS

patients found lower FC in the DMN [54]. Interestingly, in this

latter study interactions between RSNs were analysed as well,

which revealed lower FC between the DMN and the executive

control network in MS patients. In our study, higher and lower FC

in respectively the beta and alpha2 band in the DMN, as well as in

other RSNs, could imply that these FC changes are linked between

different RSNs, or between frequency bands within a single RSN.

However interpreting this simultaneous higher and lower FC as a

compensatory mechanism requires additional (longitudinal) data,

and warrants caution at this time.

Apart from FC changes in the DMN, lower alpha2 FC in the

visual network and higher beta FC in the temporo-parietal

network were observed in MS patients. This is in partial

agreement with recent fMRI studies that also reported lower FC

in the visual network in MS [54,68]. In our study altered FC in

RSNs was only found in the alpha2 and beta band, which seems to

be in line with results from a MEG study in healthy controls where

they described that RSNs could be recovered from MEG

recordings, especially in the alpha and beta band, and that these

RSNs showed similar segregated topography as in fMRI [21].

An interesting finding in the present study is the relation

between FC changes in RSNs and thalamic atrophy in MS, due to

the ubiquitous connectivity of the thalamus with other regions

throughout the brain. It has been reported previously that the

thalamus is involved in many RSNs, including the DMN,

sensorimotor network, visual network and the fronto-temporal

network [69,70]. Patients in the early phases of RRMS already

show thalamic atrophy, as was also observed in this study.

Importantly, we found correlations between thalamic atrophy and

alpha2 band FC in the visual network in MS patients.

Furthermore the effect of thalamic volume on beta FC in the

temporo-parietal network was significantly different between MS

patient and controls, again indicating an important role for the

thalamus in relation to altered resting-state FC. Our observed

association between thalamic atrophy and altered alpha band

resting-state FC seems to be in agreement with the well-known

role of the thalamus as co-generator of global alpha rhythms, and

to a lesser extent of the beta rhythm in physiological conditions

[67–71]. The exact neurophysiological and histopathological

mechanisms that link altered FC and thalamic changes require

further investigation, but could possibly relate to altered expression

of cortico-thalamic metabotropic glutamate receptors in subcor-

tical white matter in MS, as these are involved in generation of

alpha rhythms [71,72], a disbalance between inhibitory and

excitatory neurons within the thalamus due to damaged interneu-

rons in this structure in MS [73], alterations to parallel

feedforward cortico-thalamo-cortical routes [74], or even vice

versa: altered FC may lead to thalamic atrophy.

Two important clinically relevant findings from our study were

the observed positive correlation between beta band FC in the

DMN with physical disability (EDSS) and the negative correlation

Table 2. Correlations between functional connectivity within resting state networks and volumetric MRI measures in MS patients.

Spearman correlation coefficients

DMN alpha2 DMN beta
Temporo-parietal network
beta Visual network alpha2

R p value R p value R p value R p value

NGMV 0.31 0.18 20.13 0.58 20.26 0.25 0.34 0.13

NBV 0.15 0.52 0.03 0.99 20.024 0.92 0.42 0.059

Total thalamic volume 0.11 0.62 0.18 0.43 0.14 0.53 0.58 0.006

NGMV, normalized gray matter volume; NBV, normalized brain volume; NWMV, normalized white matter volume (NWMV was not used for further analyses since lesion
filling had not performed and therefore NWMV was not reliably estimated); DMN alpha2, FC within the default mode network in the alpha2 band; DMN beta, FC within
the default mode network in the beta band; temporo-parietal network beta, FC within the temporo-parietal network in the beta band; visual network alpha2, FC within
the visual network in the alpha2 band.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0069318.t002
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Figure 4. RSN analysis in the beta band. Higher PLI values in the beta band were found in the default mode network (a) and the temporoparietal
network (c). Beta band PLI values in the default mode network correlated positively with physical disability (EDSS) and negatively with cognition in
MS patients (b). Beta band PLI values in the temporoparietal network correlated negatively with thalamic volumes in healthy controls (d) but not in
MS patients. (R = right hemisphere). Correlations are shown with (blue) and without (red) outlier (red dot).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0069318.g004
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with cognition. Or, in other words, higher FC in the beta band is

associated with a poorer clinical status, both regarding disability

and cognition. It has been hypothesized that increases in beta

band oscillations are associated with maintaining the present

cognitive or sensorimotor status [75]. In the same way the authors

predict that pathological enhancement of beta band synchrony is

associated with a loss in flexibility of sensorimotor and cognitive

processing. It has also been predicted that enhancement of beta

band synchrony would predominantly occur in RSNs, as the

default mode of the brain constitutes a state which seems to be

distinguished by low expectation of ensuing change in the

sensorimotor set [75]. Our findings seem to fit to both these

predictions. A negative relationship between FC and cognition has

also been found in an fMRI study [11], and these authors have

suggested that a higher FC might be maladaptive and contribute

to worsening of cognitive functions. In a computational study on

Alzheimer’s disease it has been shown that higher FC could reflect

pathological disinhibition of cortical networks [76]. This mecha-

nism could be a general common pathway in some stage of

neurological diseases leading to higher FC. Taken together it

seems questionable whether higher FC is always a compensatory

mechanism to maintain cognitive abilities [67]. Model studies,

using e.g. neural mass models, could help to clarify possible

mechanisms of our observed increased FC in the beta band,

combined with larger experimental and longitudinal patient

studies.

When performing whole brain analyses, we only observed a

weak correlation between mean beta PLI and EDSS, whereas

stronger correlations were observed between beta PLI in the DMN

and clinical parameters. Studying RSN FC with MEG seems

therefore to have an advantage over whole-brain analyses. We

expected to find a relation between FC in the sensorimotor

network and physical disability, but this was not found. It is

important to note that in this study there was no association

between clinical parameters and volumetric MRI measures or

lesion load. The observed relation between physical disability and

FC within the DMN is difficult to interpret. Only one previous

study has revealed a relationship between physical disability and

altered FC in the DMN [54]. As the DMN seems to have such a

central and vital role in the brain, it is considerable that damage to

this network has an effect on many functions beyond cognition. If

future studies are able to verify that physical disability is associated

with higher FC in the beta band in the DMN, this may provide an

objective assessment of clinical disability.

Methodological considerations
RSN analyses of resting-state MEG source-space data is a

relatively new approach. In our study regions attributed to each

RSN were based on previous fMRI literature [56,57] and RSNs we

used are known to be highly robust, especially the DMN [56,57].

Previous MEG beamforming studies using amplitude correlations

revealed that MEG RSNs obtained after independent component

analysis show strong overlap with fMRI obtained RSNs [21,77,78].

In contrast to these studies we used the PLI to quantify functional

interactions between brain regions. The relation between amplitude

correlation analyses (after application of an orthogonalisation step to

remove spurious correlations) and phase synchronization methods

has already been studied through simulations [78]. Importantly, the

amplitude correlation between two signals was monotonically

related to the magnitude of the phase difference between the carrier

oscillations. This means that amplitude correlations could be less

sensitive in picking up relations between two time series with small

phase differences. In contrast, evenwhen phase differences are small

yet consistent, the PLI will capture such interactions.Moreover, PLI

does not mix information about the magnitude of phase differences

and the consistency of phase differences, enhancing the interpret-

ability of observed interactions. Despite these differences the

occurrences of spatial patterns obtained with both methods were

largely overlapping. It remains an open, yet interesting, question

how these different approaches relate in experimental data. Many

more metrics of functional connectivity are available [79], yet the

majority of these are sensitive to the effects of field spread and

volume conduction. As mentioned above, novel approaches have

been described to remove these biases before performing functional

connectivity analyses [78,80]. However, perhaps amore convenient

approach is to use metrics that are inherently insensitive to these

biases, such as the PLI or phase slope index [81].

The present study has some limitations. First of all, fMRI studies

have previously revealed regional connectivity changes within the

DMN in MS [16,17]. In this first exploratory MEG study, such

detailed regional differences were not studied yet. Secondly, the

number of included subjects here was limited, possibly masking

further MS-induced effects due to issues of statistical power. This

also hampered the study of medication and gender effects. In

addition, in such small datasets outliers could have a larger

influence in the statistical outcome such as correlation or

regression coefficients, although in the present study, removing

outliers did not lead to significantly different results. Limited

sample size was partially caused by exclusion of subjects due to

sub-optimal MEG/MRI co-registration procedures and artefacts

in the raw data. Future studies will use improved co-registration

procedures [46], as well as a sophisticated artefact removal

approach (temporal extension of Signal Space Separation (tSSS)

[82,83], in order to address these issues [37]. Thirdly, in this study

RSN and regional FC were considered as post-hoc analyses after a

main effect of disease had been found for a particular frequency

band. Although it can be argued that such an explorative

approach is justified, future studies are necessary to confirm our

results, using an independent study sample in a hypothesis-driven

study design that uses a more stringent statistical approach to the

issue of multiple testing. Finally, the applied FC metric, PLI, is not

influenced by power of the time series directly. However like any

other FC metric, the PLI is influenced by the signal to noise ratio

of the time series, and therefore indirectly depends on power [84].

Importantly though, the correlations between PLI and clinical

parameters that we observed in this study, were not found for

measures of relative power in the same data [85].

To conclude, changes in resting-state functional connectivity in

MS were shown to be linked to neurodegenerative changes, as well

as to clinical and cognitive status. This exploratory study could

serve as a bridge to understand the effect of thalamic atrophy on

clinical and cognitive status through altered functional connectiv-

ity, although future longitudinal studies are required. Moreover,

the assessment of clinical and cognitive status is difficult, but our

results suggest that the frequency-specific functional connectivity

within MEG resting-state networks could be used as new imaging-

based biomarkers, which future studies using other cohorts now

need to validate.
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